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Auspice Broad Commodity Index 
Commentary & Performance

Auspice Broad Commodity Excess Return Index (ABCERI)

 
Table 1: Month and 2014 Year-To-Date 

2015 ABCERI S&P GSCI 
ER

BLOOMBERG 
COMMODITY 

INDEX
DB LCI OY

Jan 2015 -2.13% -7.50% -3.34% -5.73%

2014 YTD -8.97% -33.08% -17.04% -25.96%

Table 2: 7 Year Annualized Performance

7 year 
Annualized 
Return

ABCERI S&P GSCI 
ER

BLOOMBERG 
COMMODITY 

INDEX
DB LCI OY

Annualized 
Return 3.31% -12.47% -8.81% -7.86%

Annual Std. 
Dev. 11.79% 24.79% 19.43% 22.19%

Sharpe 
Ratio 0.28 -0.50 -0.45 -0.35

MAR Ratio 0.14 -0.17 -0.16 -0.13

Largest 
Drawdown 24.48% 71.98% 56.73% 59.12%

Table 3: Cumulative Return since Inception

From Oct. 
2010 ABCERI S&P GSCI 

ER

BLOOMBERG 
COMMODITY 

INDEX
DB LCI OY

Cumulative 
Return 1.98% -31.58% -28.13% -26.98%

As outlined in an independent report by ETF Securities, the 
Auspice Broad Commodity Index remains one of the top per-
forming global broad commodity indices. If you would like a 
copy of the most recent report, please contact Auspice.

Figure 1: Monthly Index Return Attribution
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January Review 

Market Review

Despite seeing some upside momen-
tum in select markets to end 2014, 
most commodities drifted lower from 
the early days of the New Year. The year 
has started with commodity bench-
marks sharply lower. While the strategy 
added an additional long exposure late 
in the month, it remains modestly exposed at this time. 

Please note, this is exactly what the strategy is designed to do: capture up-
ward trends in the commodity markets while minimizing risk during down-
trends. When the market is in sustained downtrend, positions will be exited 
and the strategy will remain a store of value until individual commodity mar-
kets show sustained upwards price movement.  

Index Review 

The ABCERI lost 2.13% in January. (See Table 1), which outperformed all of 
the more volatile long-only Commodity indices significantly.  Comparable in-
dices continued to erode aggressively to start 2015 illustrating the benefit 
of the long/flat tactical approach, specifically when commodities make sus-
tained and prolonged moves lower.

The ABCERI has performed well as a store of value over this period of general 
commodity weakness.  The index has produced better long term absolute 
returns and risk-adjusted returns than its peers while minimizing drawdowns. 
Table 2 highlights the strategy’s ability to limit the downside and volatility, 
while Table 3 reveals the index’s ability to capture the upside over time.

The ABCERI does not attempt to track the broad commodity markets or pre-
dict their direction. It aims to capture upward price trends tactically from 
only commodities that are making sustained moves higher while preserving 
capital on those that are making sustained moves lower. In both cases, the 
ABCERI is the only positive result in this comparison.

Portfolio Recap

The ABCERI added a long weight in Gold during January.  These positions rep-
resent only 25% of the total possible long commodity allocation for the strat-
egy. The index remains without weights in the Energy sector.
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Strategy and Index

The Auspice Broad Commodity Index aims to capture 
upward trends in the commodity markets while 
minimizing risk during downtrends. The index, which 
is considered to be a “third generation commodity 
index”, considers both risk and reward.  The index 
uses a quantitative methodology to track either long 
or flat weights in a diversified portfolio of 12 com-
modity futures which cover the Energy, Metal, and 
Agricultural sectors.

The Broad Commodity index is available in Total 
and Excess Return versions. The cash return for the 
total return index will be calculated daily using the 
3-month CDOR (Canadian Dealer Offered Rate). The 
CDOR is the average rate for Canadian bankers’ ac-
ceptances for specific terms-to-maturity (one year 
or less), determined daily from a survey on bid-side 
rates provided by the principal market-makers, 
including the major Canadian banks.

Energy

The petroleum side of the Energy sector continued to fall in early 2015.  Natural 
Gas was stronger, moving sharply higher at mid-month before falling significantly 
to end the month.  The index remains without a long weighting in this sector. 

Metals 

Metals diverged as Precious metals rallied and Industrial metals fell. Gold and 
Silver moved higher and the index has added a single long weight in the sector.  
Slightly negative performance on the month.

Agriculture

The Grains portion of Ags pulled back to start 2015 after leaving 2014 stronger 
than most commodity markets.  Recently added positions taken in Corn and 
Wheat were off and remain the only sector weightings

Outlook

Commodities continue to correct overall. Yet, within this, we are seeing a few 
modest signs of momentum. While too early to tell, it is something to watch 
closely. We think this is likely a correction within a longer term trend, as we 
have seen historically.  We believe that the long-term outlook for commodities 
remains promising in a global context. Moreover, we believe that it is possible 
that equities are becoming overvalued while commodities are undervalued.  
For more on this topic please click here to the Auspice Blog. 

http://www.amfmblog.com/2014/canary-in-a-coal-mine/

The last few years remind us of the importance of risk management and strat-
egy selection. While it is prudent to remain selectively exposed to commodi-
ties given the non-correlated diversification benefits, the best way to do that 
is through a strategy that has a tactical ability to exit the market if warranted. 
Strategies linked to the Auspice Broad Commodity Index, which have the ben-
efit of tactical risk adjusted participation, may continue to outperform the tra-
ditional (long only) commodity peer groups with better upside, lower downside 
and reduced volatility over the long term.

About Auspice

Auspice Capital Advisors Ltd. is a registered Portfo-
lio Manager / Investment Fund Manager / Exempt 
Market Dealer in Canada and a registered Com-
modity Trading Advisor (CTA) and National Futures 
Association (NFA) member in the US. Auspice’s core 
expertise is managing risk and designing and execut-
ing systematic trading strategies.


